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T
he Russian part of the Internet conceals many of 
the biggest pirated text collections ever created 
by humanity (Bodó, 2015). A few closely inter-
connected websites commit copyright infringe-
ment but free and unlimited access to millions of 
books, literary works, and scholarly publications 
in DRM-free pdf or epub formats. !ey were as-
sembled by devoted scholars and other individu-

als who have been digitizing and sharing their private book 
collections ever since the appearance of PCs and the Internet 
in the 1990s. Digital collections that accumulated on private 
hard drives and departmental and institutional servers were 
collected and compiled by pirate librarians in the late 2000s, 
and, as a result, these illegal text collections that operate in the 
shadows have become the largest and most accessible digital 
text collections mankind has ever produced.

FROM RUSSIA, WITH LOVE
It is by no means an accident that most of these pirate li-
braries are on Russian servers, and that many of the leading 
pirate librarians seem to be of Russian origin. It would be a 
mistake to attribute this to the fact that copyright protec-
tion was slow to develop in post-Soviet Russia; even after it 

was brought in line with international standards, copyright 
enforcement remains weak and selective. Although these 
factors certainly explain why pirate libraries currently enjoy 
relative safety in Russia, they say little about the environment 
that fostered their creation and enabled their development. 
To understand this we must take into account the histori-
cal and social factors that created the ideal environment for 
pirate librarianship. 

!e first of these factors is the communist approach to 
access to knowledge. !e importance of providing access to 
knowledge with as few limitations as possible was already en-
shrined in the first Soviet authors’ right law (Elst, 2005). !e 
high moral claim was, of course, quickly tainted by the prac-
tice of harsh political censorship (Dewhirst & Farrell, 1973; 
Stelmakh, 2001) and the continuous economic hardships 
(Friedberg, Watanabe & Nakamoto, 1984) that restrained ac-
cess to works even when they were not censored. However, 
these two limitations taught people living in these societies 
how to bypass and overcome the political and economic hur-
dles that limited their access to books. Both participation in 
informal samizdat distribution networks and the exchange of 
books on grey/black markets belonged to the everyday experi-
ence of the Eastern European intelligentsia. 

Pirate e-book libraries enable historically 
unprecedented access to the best scholarly knowledge, 
which CEE countries are definitely taking advantage 
of. Who is using these libraries and for what reasons? 

Unique data on pirate library use helps answer  
these questions.
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!e knowledge of how to organize the dissemination 
of knowledge with severely limited resources under hostile 
conditions came in handy after the transition, when hidden 
practices and suppressed energy could finally develop in full 
force. !e enthusiasm of catching up with the rest of the world 
and mending the wounds of censorship found form in private, 
bottom-up librarianship, in the creation of widely and freely 
accessible text repositories. !ese e"orts were quick to find 
their ideal medium in the computers and the Internet that 
appeared around the same time in Russia and other Central 
and Eastern European countries. !e late 1990s saw the pro-
liferation of initially o#ine, and then later online, private text 
collections, which contained the digitized versions of every 
possible text that was hard to come by in the Soviet era: sci-
ence fiction, western literature, banned books, and scholarly 
works both Russian and Western (Bodó, 2015). 

THE WORLD’S KNOWLEDGE DIET

  TOP-LEVEL DEWEY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM CATEGORIES

  CEE COUNTRIES

  COUNTRIES (DL/CAPITA>0.00005)

Node size is proportional to per capita usage (for countries) and the 
share of the pirate catalogue (for Dewey categories)
Edge weight (thus node distance) is defined by the share of each 
Dewey category in the download volume of each country

institutions, scholars, teachers and students in the CEE coun-
tries can use the same books and textbooks as their more for-
tunate colleagues. Pirate libraries are a crucial resource in the 
modernization of CEE countries.

THIRST FOR KNOWLEDGE
Countries di"er in more than just intensity of use; there are 
also significant di"erences in which sections of the library they 
favor. In the graph on the next page, a country (marked by 
green and blue) is closer to a discipline (marked by red) if that 
discipline is more pronounced in the overall download volume 
of the country. 

!e post-Soviet republics cluster around the unclassi-
fied category, to which mostly Russian language books (with-
out ISBN numbers) belong. !e Russian origin of the pirate 
libraries is apparent in both the high number of unclassifi-
able documents and the countries that use those sections the 
most. Post-Soviet countries still rely heavily on the knowledge 
amassed in Russian, by Russian individuals and institutions.

Multiple countries are clustered around the natural sci-
ences, mathematics, technology, and computer science nodes. 
Among these we find more than one Middle Eastern country, 
with relatively autonomous cultural and scholarly discourses 
from those published by major Western publishers in the pi-
rate catalogues. What at first may look like a cultural divi-
sion may reflect a di"erence in the focus of higher education 
systems in these countries. OECD country-level data on the 
number of university graduates suggests that in at least some 
of these countries, the share of social science graduates is only 
a fraction of social science graduates in European countries, 
while the share of natural science graduates is nearly identical. 
In this Middle Eastern group, science and engineering seem 
to be favored over the social sciences, both in the educational 
system and as a preferred career path for students. 

Other countries – and this is where many of the CEE 
countries belong – display a more balanced knowledge diet, 
and are therefore closer to the middle. !ere are, however, no-
table di"erences among them. CEE countries, although they 
are high per capita downloaders, seem to be less interested 
in the natural sciences and technology disciplines than many 
Western European counties. !eir focus is on the social sci-
ences and humanities. At this point one can only guess at the 
exact reason for this bias, and it has yet to be explained wheth-
er this bias has to do with the structure of the educational 
system, the underfunding of these disciplines, or with a more 
general societal interest in sociology, economics, political sci-
ence, and other related disciplines. In any case, the relatively 
low share of disciplines that serve as a foundation for the new, 
technology-based innovation economy is telling.

!e same enthusiasm that prompted countless indi-
viduals to digitize and share texts also a"ected Russian au-
thors and rights holders, whose tacit or explicit approval was 
also required for the bottom-up library culture to flourish. 
For most of the 2000s, online libraries were not considered 
a threat to the publishing business or the well-being of au-
thors ($oshkov, 1999). !is rightsholder approval created a 
legal and normative environment very di"erent from those 
of Western-Europe and North America, where the aggressive 
protection of copyright and a highly litigious legal environ-
ment quickly put an end to the unauthorized digital libraries 
that sprung up around the same time.

UNDERGROUND RIVERS OF KNOWLEDGE 
Today’s pirate libraries were born to address political, eco-
nomic, and social issues specific to Soviet and post-Soviet 
times, but they quickly became vital beyond their original 
context. !e lack of access to knowledge in the developing 
world has been an increasingly important topic in academic 
discussions as well as in international trade agreement negoti-
ations (Kirkorian, 2010). !e claim that the West uses its con-
trol over intellectual property to deliberately maintain global 
inequality may not have been proven beyond a doubt, but it is 
nevertheless a fact that developing countries often lack access 
to copyrighted works of science and literature due to prices 
that do not match local income levels (Karaganis, 2011). In-
frastructure also plays a role here: public and research librar-
ies are also struggling to keep up with demand mostly due to 
inadequate funding. O%cial and legal e"orts to provide better 
access, such as the open access movement (Suber, 2013), Crea-
tive Commons, and the like are respectable but slow-moving 
initiatives, and their practical e"ectiveness is currently rather 
limited. Pirate libraries, on the other hand, take a radical ap-
proach, and are not afraid to take illegal shortcuts to reach 
their goal of making classic, scholarly, and literary works uni-
versally accessible.

!e biggest beneficiaries of this radical open access 
movement certainly are developing countries, and they are 
among the biggest users of pirate libraries (see Table 1). In 
terms of volume, populous, relatively poor, but quickly devel-
oping countries are the most frequent visitors to pirate librar-
ies, but they are not the biggest per capita users. We find most 
of the Central and Eastern European countries at the top of 
that list (see Table 2). 

!ese countries reconnected with the West after 1990 
and subsequently joined the European Union. !ey became 
part of the single European market, including the job mar-
ket. Post-communist CEE countries had to modernize their 
economies, their research, and their higher education systems, 
but often still lack adequate financial and infrastructural re-
sources to significantly close the gap with highly developed 
Western European countries. !e Bologna process (Reinalda 
& Kulesza-Mietkowski, 2005) created structural compatibil-
ity between Eastern and Western European systems of higher 
education, but without the radical modernization of library 
stacks and curricula, educational institutions are unable to 
o"er competitive degrees for European – and global – job 
markets. For these countries, pirated libraries o"er an interim 
solution that they are apparently eager to use. As pirate librar-
ies o"er the most recent academic mainstream, produced and 
used in the most a#uent Western universities, educational 
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individuals and take the non-commercial sharing ethos seri-
ously. !e catalogues of these libraries are already huge, and 
they are growing at an impressive speed. !eir illegality, how-
ever, puts scholars, researchers, students, and interested read-
ers in a di"cult position. To pirate or not to pirate may be a 
straightforward decision if the work in question is Lady Gaga’s 
latest hit, and the legal alternative to piracy is YouTube. !e 
dilemma becomes much more di"cult if one needs access to 
the latest advances in cancer research and there is no physical 
or electronic copy in sight. 

The author, PhD, is an assistant professor at the University of Amster-
dam, Institute for Information Law.

THE HIGHEST PIRATE LIBRARY USERS  
in terms of overall download volume from a single 
piratical text collection between March–May 2012 

COUNTRY   SHARE OF TOTAL DOWNLOADS 
 BETWEEN MARCH-MAY 2012

RUSSIA 12.8%
INDONESIA 110.3%
UNITED STATES  10.2%
INDIA  6.6%
IRAN  5.1%
EGYPT  4.2%
CHINA  4.2%
GERMANY  4.1%
UNITED KINGDOM  3.1%
UKRAINE  2.5%
TURKEY   2.4%
FRANCE   2.4%
POLAND  2.1%
ITALY  2.0%
CANADA  1.6%

ANYONE HAVE A BETTER IDEA?
Although legal access conditions have improved to a consider-
able extent in recent years, the overwhelming majority (68%) 
of the pirate library catalogue is still inaccessible in e-book 
format. !e costs of institutional subscriptions to publisher-
provided electronic book repositories are often prohibitive, 
even for the most a#uent universities. Print books are in-
creasingly priced and sold to libraries rather than individuals. 
!ese constraints sharply separate the haves from the have-
nots, and most CEE countries are still among the have-nots 
when it comes to access to the most recent and relevant schol-
arly publications. Pirate libraries fill the current gap between 
supply and demand. !ey are based on the contributions of 

THE HIGHEST PIRATE LIBRARY USERS  
in terms of per capita download from a single 
piratical text collection between March–May 2012 

COUNTRY DOWNLOADS  
PER 1000 PERSONS

LITHUANIA 2.9295
ESTONIA 2.2703
SWEDEN 1.9292
GREECE 1.5744
BARBADOS 1.5330
LATVIA 1.4921
SLOVENIA 1.4789
ICELAND 1.3448
LUXEMBOURG 1.2829
CROATIA 1.1931
RUSSIAN FEDERATION 1.1812
MACEDONIA, FYR  1.1113
HUNGARY 1.0101
BULGARIA 0.9889
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CREATED IN CENTRAL EUROPE AND USEFUL EVERYWHERE YOU CARRY YOUR SMARTPHONE. GIVE THESE APPLICATIONS A TRY. 

TECHNOLOGY DAILY: BEST NEW APPS
RECOMMENDED BY VISEGRAD INSIGHT EDITORS  
AND NEW EUROPE 100 TEAM MEMBERS

BRAINLY.COM 
from Poland
It’s more fun to do homework together. 
This social service learning allows students 
to learn math, chemistry, and physics based 
on mutual cooperation with their peers. 

NUTSHELL
from Hungary
Tell your story in a nutshell with an 
application that turns photos into 
a cinematic narrative. Brought to you  
by Prezi founder Peter Arvai. 

CAPTURIO
from Czech Republic
Take a snap in front of Hrad!any Castle 
in Prague and send it as a traditional postcard 
in an envelope.

STAFFINO
from Slovakia
Useful for both restaurant owners and  
guests, this application is a simple tool to rate 
the quality of service when you are waiting 
for  your pierogi. 

SMARTVINEYARD 
from Hungary
Precision viticulture technology for grape 
disease monitoring. A must-have for all 
vineyard owners and wine afficionados.
  

MYLINGO
from the U.S./Poland
17-year old Polish-American Harvard  
dropout Olenka Polak created an app to go 
to the movies with her non-English speaking 
relatives. The app synchronizes subtitles 
in the film screened in the cinema, so that 
anyone can enjoy the entertainment  
despite their language ability.
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